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London (KurdishMedia.com) 13 February 2006: In a press release dated 12
February 2006, the PWD-K Party Assembly released the names of the bombers
responsible for the assassination of PWD Assistant Coordinator, Kani Yilmaz and
fellow member Sabri Torin (Serdar Kaya) on Saturday 11 February 2006 stating that
the murders were carried out by Numan (Veli Çat) originally from Hilvan, Urfa
assigned by the PKK's Special Forces last spring to leave and establish a place for
himself in the Sayid Sadiq camp of the PWD where he remained for the past year.
Veli Çat who planted the bomb in the car had just before the incident made contact
with a Kurd originally from Bitlis code-named Serdar, an HPG military intelligence
member responsible to Murat Karayilan to provide the explosive. Their preparations
to carry out the murder were confirmed by telephone tap recordings of their
conversation just before the incident.
On the day the act was to be carried out the killer had travelled in Kani Yilmaz's car
from Seyit Sadiq camp to Sulaimania with him and Sabri Torin. A minute after he
got out of the car at 60th avenue coming into Rizgari quarter at the entrance to
Sulaimania on reaching a distance of 700 metres from the car Numan (Veli Çat)
detonated the remote controlled device and then met up with PKK military
intelligence member Serdar and they disappeared from the scene together.
After the incident, the PUK Asayish (security) and bomb expert team formally
informed the PWD following their investigation and enquiries that the bombing had
been carried out by remote control. In response to this certain circles and
government officials failed to report the truth for political reasons and claimed it was
"related to a technical malfunction".
According to the evidence in hand the previous murders of Kemale Sor and Sipan
were carried out by the PKK's Iraq based organisation the PÇDK that is being used
as a base for murder. Kemale Sor, the official responsible for the Southwest Kurdish
organisation Rekeftin, lost his life at the hands of PÇDK central committtee member,
Aram, and other PÇDK members still detained in south Kurdistan for this operation.
The PWD stated that the incontrovertible evidence obtained shows that the PÇDK is
being used as a base for the PKK's murders and for it to be able to continue to
operate as legal party in "free Kurdistan" is an unacceptable affront. In this sense,
they called upon the Kurdistan government to fulfil their obligations and treat this
party as a terrorist organisation.
Family members of Kani Yilmaz on Sunday night took his remains across the border
at Ibrahim Khalil to Ceylanpinar in Turkey for burial today, 13 Febuary 2006.
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I thought I was now immune to shock when it came to Kurdish politics. Fifteen
years of studying your nation, six years of living with your people, I really thought I
had seen it all. Then we have the disgusting murder of Kani Yilmaz (Faysal
Dunlayici). I have been stunned.
I, as your readers will be aware, am a great admirer of the Kurdish people but this
latest outrage is just obscene. I know those responsible are not the normal Kurdish
people but it is bad for the reputation of the Kurdish people and of Kurdistan. Aside
from anything, a good man has been destroyed, Kurd against Kurd, again! We all
know who did this.
To those who carried out this crime I say “You are not Kurds.” To all my friends in
Northern Kurdistan, I say finish PKK, I was willing to support the Party if it were
true but it has proved itself to be as corrupt as PUK and KDP. It is a Party for
murdering Kurdish patriots. It is finished, it has no credibility anymore.
The killing of Kani has finished the PKK; the arrest of Doctor Kamal has finished
Barzani and Talabani. Are these people democrats?
PKK, I know you are responsible for the bomb that killed Kani. you have lost my
support. Kurdish leaders do not like new Parties with new thinking. Kani created a
new Party. I advise all PKK members to leave the Party immediately because there
will be a backlash as a result of the murder of Kani.
Kurdish PKK members, what do you want? A free united Kurdistan? Abdullah Ocalan
as God? He is meant to be socialist which, according to Karl Marx, the founder of
socialism, the leader is nothing and only the people should be important. Your party
is built on the personality of Ocalan, not political principal. Ocalan also has the
reputation of using female peshmerga for sexual purposes.
Now you have people beneath Ocalan who are creating death squads to eliminate
opposition. This is not democracy as you claim you want; it's not even communism!
It is all a complete lie. Disband PKK now. And, if you want to be true to Kurdistan
and the Kurdish people, please handover to us the people responsible for the
murder of Kani. The PKK could depict Russia and produce Ocalan as the new Stalin.
Is that really what you Northern Kurds want?
I am used to the Kurdish people being the most honourable people I have ever met;
I am used to Kurdish politicians being the dirtiest dogs I have ever met. Many of
your members are my friends; I will be talking with them. I am disgusted and I
think my friends will be leaving your Party. You murderers will be alone, with no
Kurdish following.
Kani was a great man and those responsible for his death will pay a very heavy
price. I vow revenge and I am a Scot. It will happen.
Kurdish political groups now are a disgrace. I am sure that Kani is in paradise.
God bless Kani. Thank you for your life.
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